
“We have had excellent results with MightyGrow. We’ve discontinued using the fertilizer that 
we were creating, and gone strictly to using MightyGrow on all our crops. Our yield has been 
much higher. We’ve even had fewer insects and fewer weeds. Everything has just worked a lot 
better since we changed over to MightyGrow.”
  – C.C. Gaiennie, owner of Ole Market Lane Farm

“When I checked in the spring, my [soil analysis] numbers were 150 percent better than the year 
prior, and with all the rain that we had this winter, I couldn’t believe it – nothing leached. It wasn’t 
just one number; it was all levels – across the board my levels were at least 150 percent or higher.

“MightyGrow doesn’t leach, and that’s the key – it stays in its place. I was really surprised. We 
had a very wet winter here, and I was shocked to see my soil levels. I was expecting there to be 
nothing in the soil after that kind of rain.

“Ninety-eight percent of the households in America do not have irrigation. One of the great things 
about MightyGrow is that you can put the fertilizer out, and even if it doesn’t rain in the next 10 
years, you’ll see results. That’s a big advantage.”
  – Rick Peterfeso, superintendent of Laurel Country Club

“I’ve had increased production of the long-standing crops like: tomatoes, peppers, squash and 
zucchini, and it’s lasted longer with less put down. I’ve used other poultry litters in the past, but 
MightyGrow seems to stay in the soil longer and release perfectly to the plants.”
  –  John Bartlett, owner of Bartlett Farm in Louisiana

“A lot of times when you lay sod, you have what we call ‘seams,’ where you can see the lines 
between the pieces of sod, and MightyGrow makes the grass fill in those seams really fast.

“Plants go into shock when you put them in the ground; they’ve been cared for in nurseries and 
you are sticking them in the dirt, which may be 100 degrees. Now, we immediately add MightyGrow 
as soon as we plant, and there is a major difference in the amount of blooms and the structure of 
the plant – it thrives.”
  – Hunter McLeod, owner of Four Seasons Lawn & Landscape
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